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Abstract – Nurses require an understanding of biological
sciences but may fear chemistry. We quantified attitude to
chemistry in both nursing students, and health science
students. Attitude toward the Subject of Chemistry Inventory
(ASCI) was completed by 114 first year nursing students, and
88 health science students, enrolled in a regional university in
Australia. Exploratory factor analysis identified items in the
inventory which aligned to a common theme, and Cronbach’s
alpha) determined the internal consistency of items which
aligned with the identified theme. Two themes identified were
named “Cognitive” and “Affective”, both of which are
components of attitude. Cognitive refers to thoughts evoked by
chemistry, and affective refers to emotional responses to
chemistry. Quantifying attitude to chemistry may be used to
measure the effects of both teaching chemistry to
undergraduate nurses, and to assess the impact of novel
strategies to engage undergraduate nurses in the subject of
chemistry.
Keywords – First Year Undergraduates, Chemistry
Education Research, Testing and Assessment.

I. INTRODUCTION

The promotion of favourable attitudes towards chemistry
has long been a component of the education process,
however the concept of an attitude towards the subject of
chemistry is somewhat nebulous, often poorly articulated
and not well understood [8]. Academic curricula may
encourage gains in both content specific knowledge and
promote a positive attitude toward the subject. Students are
required to develop an understanding of specific content –
this is supported by an extensive body of teaching and
learning pedagogy, however, methodologies to develop a
positive attitude to a subject (and quantify attitude to the
subject), are less extensive. A positive attitude to chemistry
in undergraduate nurses may facilitate a deeper
understanding of the biological chemistry which underpins
physiology. It may also increase the confidence of
undergraduate nurses when dealing with chemical
phenomena, for example, acid-base balance disturbances, in
a clinical situation.
Attitude is a multidimensional construct. It can be
considered as tendency to respond to a certain stimulus,
where the response has cognitive, affective, and
behavioural elements. We suggest that an appropriate
instrument to quantify attitude to a subject during an
undergraduate course [9] may prove valuable, as this would
complement the regular assessment of content specific
knowledge. To quantify attitude toward the subject of
chemistry in an undergraduate curriculum and assess the
impact of teaching on attitude as students’ progress through
their degree, an appropriate and valid instrument is
required. Academic curricula continually evolve to satisfy
the demands of the workplace, and therefore appropriate
assessment tools which measure both achievement and
attitude may become increasingly important. Therefore, our
aim was to apply a questionnaire purporting to quantify
attitude to the subject of chemistry, to a cohort of
undergraduate nursing student and health science students.

Many health science undergraduate degree courses share
both a common scientific language and body of knowledge,
yet some aspects of bioscience, particularly chemistry, are
perceived as difficult by many students [1]. The extent of
knowledge and understanding of chemistry by those
qualified in the health sciences, including nurses, varies
considerably, as do their practices and responsibilities.
However, as nurses continue to develop and expand their
roles, a commensurate increase in their need to understand
the principles of chemistry may underpin many future
practices. Student entry into undergraduate nursing
programmes is often by diverse and non-traditional
pathways [2], and although the pre-university entry study of
chemistry has been shown to be a strong indicator of
success in a nursing undergraduate programme [3], it is not
required for all nursing degrees. A limited familiarity with
II. METHODS
chemistry was reported as a cause for concern during the
expansion of the independent prescribing of medicines by
With ethics committee approval, the Attitudes toward the
non-medically qualified practitioners [4], and while
Subject
of Chemistry Inventory (ASCI; see figure 1) was
physiology was perceived as essential for a comprehensive
given
to
first year undergraduate nursing students
undergraduate nurse education [5], knowledge of the
undertaking
a compulsory course in physiology, and
chemistry which underpinned undergraduate physiology
undergraduate
health science students undertaking a
was limited. Others [6, 7] have stated that knowledge of
compulsory
course
in introductory chemistry. Students
chemistry was perceived by health professionals as
were
recruited
into
the
study during the 6 th week of their
important, essential for questioning medical decisions and
ensuring patient safety, but was limited in its undergraduate first semester of their first year of university study. The
delivery. Thus, while physiology is accepted as an essential ASCI was distributed to students by a colleague not
requirement of undergraduate health science courses [6] the connected to either the courses or the research, and students
need to understand the principles of chemistry which were given approximately 15 min to complete the
questionnaire.
underpin physiological concepts may often be overlooked.
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a two-factor solution was strongly suggested by visual
inspection of the scree plots.
Internal consistencies were calculated by Cronbach’s
alpha for each subscale – this statistic indicates the degree
to which item scores in a subscale correlate with each other
and the total score. Cronbach’s alpha values close to 1 (the
maximum possible) suggest that the items in the subscale
are each measuring the same construct.

III. RESULTS
Mean (standard deviation) responses to each ASCI item
are shown in table 1. Possible scores for each item are from
1 to 7 inclusive, and a score of 4 for an item indicates no
preference for either of the opposing terms.
Table I. Mean (SD) responses to the Attitudes to the
Subject of Chemistry Inventory (ASCI) in nursing
undergraduates and health science undergraduates. Each
question was scored from 1 – 7. For the semantic
differential applicable to each item, see figure 1.

Fig. 1. Attitude to the Subject of Chemistry Inventory
(ASCI). A 20 - item semantic differential instrument used
to quantify attitude in undergraduate students studying
introductory chemistry. For analysis, scores were reversed
for items 1, 3, 6-9, 11-16, 19, and 20, using: -1*(n – 8).
Questionnaires were completed by 114 nursing students.
This was distributed to students in a tutorial class setting
(maximum number in each tutorial was 25 students), during
a normal teaching period. All nursing students were
undertaking a 12 week first year university course in
introductory human anatomy and physiology, with a
weekly 3hour lecture and a weekly 1hour tutorial. Within
this course several topics with ‘chemistry content’ were
introduced, examples of which are: electrolyte and acidbase balance, nutrition and metabolism, and endocrinology.
Questionnaires were also completed by 88 health science
students enrolled in Biomedical Science and Food Science
degrees. This was distributed to students in a 2hour
fortnightly tutorial, during a normal teaching period. All
health science students were undertaking a compulsory first
year 12week introduction to chemistry course with a 2hour
weekly lecture allocation, a fortnightly tutorial and a
fortnightly practical class. Topics in this course covered
both organic chemistry and inorganic chemistry.
For both the nursing students and the health science
students, exploratory factor analysis was carried out using
IBM SPSS Statistics 19. Factors were extracted by the
principal axis factoring method with varimax rotation.
Visual inspection of the scree plot was used to identify the
number of factors required for a solution – for both groups

For the undergraduate nursing students, the KaiserMeyer-Olkin (a measure of sampling adequacy) was >0.75,
indicating that there were sufficient responses to justify the
exploratory factor analysis approach. Also, for the
undergraduate health science students, the KMO was >0.75.
For the undergraduate nursing students, our exploratory
factor analysis indicated that two principle components
explained much of the variance within the data. Initial
eigenvalues for components 1 and 2 were 6.945 and 3.053
respectively – these cumulatively explained 50% of the
total variance. We also report a similar finding with the
undergraduate health science students, where our
exploratory factor analysis also indicated that two principle
components explained much of the total variance.
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Table 2. Exploratory Factor Analysis of the Attitude
toward the Subject of Chemistry Inventory (ASCI) in
undergraduate nursing students (n = 114). Loading profiles
and the corresponding ASCI item are shown, and loadings
<0.5 are omitted. * denotes a reversed scale in the
component.

For the undergraduate nursing students, Cronbach’s
alpha values for the two components were 0.87 and 0.66 for
Affective and Cognitive, respectively. For the health
science students, the values for the two components were
0.85 and 0.78 for Affective and Cognitive, respectively.

IV. DISCUSSION

Initial eigenvalues for components 1 and 2 were 6.370
and 3.496 respectively – these cumulatively explained
49.4% of the total variance. Item – component loading
profiles for each of the two-component solutions for
undergraduate nursing students and undergraduate health
science students are shown in tables 2 and 3 respectively
(excluding absolute values <0.5). As shown in table 2, for
the undergraduate nursing students, six items loaded onto
component 1 (which we have named “Affective”), and six
items loaded onto component 2 (which we have named
“Cognitive”). For the health science students, the same six
items loaded onto each component – however, an additional
3 items could be included in the Affective component, and
an additional 2 items could be included in the Cognitive
component (see table 3).

Using an exploratory factor analysis approach, our
findings have shown that the ASCI can be used to quantify
two components of attitude in both undergraduate nursing
students and health science students. To our knowledge,
this is the first application of the ASCI to undergraduate
nursing students, and only the second application of the
ASCI to health science students in Australia [10].
The two identified components can be considered as
constructs of attitude, where component 1 has been termed
“Affective” and component 2 has been termed “Cognitive”.
This finding shows some consistencies with the analysis of
undergraduate chemistry students in the United States using
the same instrument [9, 11]. In our study, items in the ASCI
which align with the two identified components and which
are common to both students’ groups are shown in figure 2.
This figure proposes a theoretical framework in which the
responses to 6 ASCI items are used to quantify how an
individual ‘feels’ about studying chemistry (Affective), and
a further 6 items are used to quantify how an individual
‘thinks’ about studying chemistry (Cognitive).

Table 3. Exploratory Factor Analysis of the Attitude
toward the Subject of Chemistry Inventory (ASCI) in
undergraduate health science students (n = 88). Factor
loading profiles and the corresponding ASCI item are
shown, and factor loadings <0.5 are omitted. * denotes a
reversed scale in the component.
Fig. 2. Theoretical framework aligning the semantic
differentials identified in the ASCI with components of
attitude, in undergraduate nursing students and health
science students.
The ASCI was originally validated in the United States
on undergraduates majoring in chemistry [9]. A shorter
version of the original 20 item questionnaire was developed
by XU and Lewis [11], also in chemistry undergraduates –
this version (ASCIv2) contains only eight items in two
subscales, “intellectual accessibility” (which aligns to the
cognitive component of attitude), and “emotional
satisfaction” (which aligns to the affect component of
attitude). Using confirmatory factor analysis, Xu et al [10]
showed that 4 questionnaire items (Easy – Hard,
Complicated – Simple, Confusing – Clear, challenging –
Unchallenging) could be included in the ‘intellectual
accessibility” subgroup. These authors also showed that
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four questionnaire items (Uncomfortable – Comfortable,
Frustrating – Satisfying, Unpleasant – Pleasant, and Chaotic
– Organised) could be included in the “emotional
satisfaction” subgroup.
The aim of our exploratory factor analysis was to identify
components/sub-scales within the ASCI that explained the
co-variation of the measured variables [12]. In the current
study it identified two latent variables which we have
termed cognitive and affective as these have previously
been suggested to be important constructs of attitude [13].
In the current study, the principal axis factoring method (in
preference to the maximum likelihood estimation method)
was chosen as this method does not require data distribution
assumptions. This study also used the observation of the
scree plot to conclude that 2 latent variables were present in
the data in preference to eigenvalues greater than 1. Given
that the total variance available is equal to the number of
items analysed, eigenvalues greater than 1 indicate that
retained components explain more item variance than
individual items. The scree plot is a graphical representation
of descending eigenvalues against equally spaced factor
numbers. Where the scree plot shows a distinct ‘elbow’
beyond which the difference in descending eigenvalues
becomes small, the number of points preceding this elbow
suggests the number of latent factors in the data.
Initially, exploratory factor analysis of the ASCI revealed
a four-factor solution [9], where the factors: Intellectual
accessibility, Anxiety, Interest and Utility and Emotional
Satisfaction were identified. Later, others [11] presented a
two-factor solution when using the ASCI in cohorts of
undergraduate chemistry students, such that the factors
“Intellectual Accessibility” and “Emotional Satisfaction”
were identified as the principal components – these two
factors were summarised to cognitive and affective,
respectively. The cognitive factor relates to both intellectual
accessibility and anxiety, and the affective factor relates to
emotional satisfaction and interest. Our finding suggests
that the ASCI may be used to identify these attitude
constructs in both undergraduate nursing and health science
students, and that the ASCI may potentially be used to
quantify changes in attitude toward the study of chemistry
in undergraduates in the health science disciplines.
Many allied health professions require a comprehensive
understanding of physiology and pathophysiology – each of
these requires some understanding of biological chemistry.
Whilst curricula are often designed to deliver content and
assess knowledge in these areas, rarely is attitude to these
areas assessed. Health science degrees are diverse yet share
a common body of knowledge. Understanding aspects of
the biological sciences is an important requirement in many
health science undergraduate programmes, and this is often
reinforced by introductory courses in human biology and/or
human physiology [5]. Many aspects of cellular function
and physiology require some understanding of chemistry
(particularly biochemistry), although its place in the health
science curriculum is not assured. In the current study,
students studying nursing were required to study two first
year courses in human physiology without a requirement to
undertake any study of introductory chemistry. The health
science students were required to study two first year

courses in introductory chemistry, with the option to take
additional courses in human biology and human
physiology. Neither group of students were required to have
any pre - University entry study of chemistry. Although
academic performance of both cohorts can be measured
using traditional methodologies, there are few valid
instruments to quantify attitude in these cohorts. Results
from the current study suggest that ASCI represent a
suitable instrument to measure constructs of attitude in both
nursing and health science undergraduates. It may
potentially highlight the need to deliver chemistry
education in an appropriate health science context within
the undergraduate curriculum or be used to quantify the
impact of novel teaching strategies used to develop a
positive attitude to chemistry in a health science context.
Knowledge of chemistry may help pre-registration nurses
understand the physiology that supports much of their
clinical practice; however, the absence of chemistry in
undergraduate nursing curricula may compromise this
understanding [14]. A lack of bioscience (including
biochemistry, physiology, and pharmacology) in preregistration nursing programmes has previously been
reported [5] and this may contribute to the anxieties of
newly graduating nurses [15, 16]. These anxieties are not
restricted to the newly qualified, as the lack of knowledge
of chemistry in both experienced nurses [17, 18] and nurse
educators [19, 20] evoked concerns regarding drug actions
and pharmacology practices.

V. CONCLUSION
Knowledge of chemistry can underpin an understanding
of human physiology, and evidence suggests that an
apparent fear and anxiety of biosciences, including
chemistry, may prevail in undergraduate nursing students.
We suggest that an instrument to quantify attitude to
chemistry may be a useful tool to gauge the effects of
curriculum development in nurse education, and we
propose that developing a favourable or positive attitude to
chemistry may be congruent with the development of
academic competency in chemistry in undergraduate
nurses. Exploratory factor analysis of our data on both
undergraduate nursing students and health science students
indicate that the ASCI, a 20-item questionnaire validated in
chemistry majoring students has two subscales. These
subscales align with two constructs of attitude, namely
“affective” and “cognitive”, and are somewhat consistent
with a previous report on a refined version of the ASCI. In
our further research, we propose to use the ASCI at regular
intervals in an undergraduate nursing programme to gauge
any changes to key components of their attitude toward
chemistry. We also propose to examine the relationship
between constructs of attitude and academic performance in
health science students.
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